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The Dingo concept began in Australia in the early 1980’s. It was a 10hp 
hydraulic driven wheel-barrow.  Soon followed attachments like post-hole 
diggers and trenchers.  It’s a little known fact that the Dingo was the first 
skid steer in the World to run these post hole diggers and trenchers.

In the nineties, under the current owner, Gary Briggs, Dingo adopted 
bigger engines and more hydraulic power.  

Since then Dingo Australia has pioneered the mini digger industry to the 
point where Dingo is the brand people ask for by name and is commonly 
seen as a labour saver on most job sites, hire yards and even the odd 
backyard renovation TV show. Dingo has established several overseas 
markets beginning with the USA in 1995, New Zealand, South Africa, Chile 
and Europe.

Dingo remains AUSSIE OWNED and AUSSIE MADE for AUSTRALIAN 
CONDITIONS. In an industry that has seen foreign imitators that 
compromise on quality for price come and go, Dingo has maintained its 
ongoing commitment to quality; because we understand better than anyone 
what our Dingo owners put their machines through.

Dingo Australia also understands the importance of after sales back-up for 
owners who rely on their Dingo for their business. Our nationwide branch 
and dealer network, with service technicians and comprehensive parts 
range in each location, provide an unmatched level of support for our Dingo 
owners.

For 35 years, all the others have copied Dingo’s successful chassis design, 
but have never matched the innovation and quality.

Dingo have now released our new OZZY DINGO range.  We have thrown 
the old chassis aside.  CAD design and smart casting have allowed us 
to fit more power into the space and at the same time give higher lift 

and more weight too.

Read on to discover AUSSIE SMART technology.
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The Dingo Multi Pump 
Systems 
 
The DINGO multi pump system is a unique system that was invented by 
the Dingo Team. 
A Dingo is not really a mini loader but a ‘hydraulic power plant on 
wheels’ for powering attachments. This is why the quality of the hydraulic 
system should be your no. 1 consideration when buying a mini digger/
loader. 
 
By maintaining separate circuits for the Dingo and its attachment a Dingo 
is able to 
• Power both the Dingo and the attachment at the same time without one 

robbing power from the other.

• Keep the hydraulic oil cooler by only sending the oil to where it needs to 
go i.e. when trenching the Dingo gets 5% of the oil whilst the trencher 
gets 95%. This controls the ground speed, maximizes digging power and 
keeps the oil cool by minimizing the components it has to travel through.

• Give the Dingo up to three drive speeds by the ability to switch the 
pumps between circuits.

• Infinitely control the division of power between the two circuits to control 
ground speed (when trenching) and maximize flow to the attachment.

• Have the best hydraulic flows and pressures in the industry.

No other mini digger/ loader does all this as well as Dingo and most 
larger bobcat style machines don’t do this at all.    
 
In the OZZY DINGO range, there is a choice of either 2 pumps or 3.  
Naturally the 2 pump is a simpler system.  The system that made Dingo 
number 1 in the world.  A far better system than any of the competition 
has, and sufficient for most “toolbox” type users.  The Ozzy K9-P and the 
K9-D are for this use. 
 

If you are a serious Dingo user, then you will appreciate the OZZY 
K9-C model.  The 3 pumps simply give better control and faster 

ground speed, combined with more oil and pressure to the 
attachments.  Definitely worth the investment.
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Why Dingo is 
the Best!
Hydraulic Power – Dingo is a ‘hydraulic power 
plant on wheels’.   Designed to run high pressure 
and high flow attachments. Ozzy Dingo models 
have the best hydraulic power in their class,  
better than most larger skid steers.   When it 
comes to hydraulics, the engine is only a very 
small player.  It is the flow and pressure that 
is available to the attachment that makes the 
difference.  Nothing beats an OZZY DINGO. 

Simple & Solid Linkage System – Back in the 
early 90’s Dingo removed the complicated self- 
levelling system from the design. This reduced the 
mount plate assembly to 3 joints, (from previously 
7), reducing the maintenance required and the 
wear and slop associated with the self-levelling 
system. Self-levelers were designed for large 
loaders where the operator’s vision of the load was 
often obstructed by the canopy. Not a problem on a 
Dingo. 

Lifts the Most Weight – With excellent weight 
distribution the weight is down low, the Dingo 
can lift the most weight, enabling bigger 
buckets to get the job done faster and safer. 
That same weight distribution makes the Dingo 
produce more power for weight. 

Cleanable Hydraulic Tank – Oil contamination 
is the greatest enemy of all hydraulic machines. 
The lid of the Dingo hydraulic tank can be 
removed to allow thorough cleaning, should 
contamination occur.  This is a “must have” that 
others choose to ignore. 
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We Build Our Own Attachments – This 
means that the attachment will match the 
Dingo for weight and hydraulic output unlike 
the competition that use ‘ one size fits all’ 
and non-genuine aftermarket attachments. 

Powder Coating – The best machine 
needs the best finish. Dingos are sand 
blasted, primed, powder coated and 
then baked in our own oven, for harder 
wearing and a longer lasting finish. 

Stable Lifting System – A lift ram on each 
side gives greater strength and stability. 
Dingo arms are the width of the machine 
giving greater strength and stability for your 
machine and attachments. 

Superior Joint System – NO GREASE! The 
Dingo joint system uses Teflon type bushes 
with chrome coated pins. Greasable joints need 
greasing several times day and tend to make 
a mess and attract grit to the joint. The Dingo 
system allows you to work or hire your machine 
for weeks at a time without having to rely on 
the operator to grease the joints. A job no-one 
enjoys. 

Best Narrow Access Ability – Over the 
years the Dingo machines have had huge 
improvements in ability and power, but 
they have never increased in width. With 
optional narrow wheels the Dingo models 
are the narrowest in the market, and can fit 
through a standard doorway.
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OZZY K9-P & K9-D 

The Ozzy Dingo K9-P is our only 
petrol machine, but it is no ordinary 
petrol because it is the new Kohler EFI 
engine- a far SUPERIOR animal to any 
carburetted engine. And the next best 
thing to diesel technology.
The K9-P will replace our previous 950, 
K93 and All-Rounder petrol machines, 
but is far more superior. Cast chassis, 
higher lift height, heavier duty, bigger 
hydraulics, etc. But still handles all the 
same attachment range.

The Ozzy K9-D is our most all-
purpose model. Diesel for efficient and 
tough power. Those who previously 
had a diesel 950, K93 and All-Rounder 
or K94 will love a new Ozzy.
For the late model K94 owner it’ll 
mostly be ‘a change of clothes’ but 
for all others it is a huge upgrade with 
more of everything.
With that comes the ability to do 
everything better. It is a work machine. 
It’ll earn you much more.

They are ‘The World’s Best Mini Digger’!



Specifications
OZZY K9-P / K9-D

Engine
Make Kohler Petrol EFI/ Yanmar Diesel tier 4
Power 23 hp/17kw 27 hp/19.9kw

Hydraulics
Hydraulic Pumps 2 pumps

Pump Sizes 11 & 4cc
Relief Pressure (AUX) 3200psi (220bar)

Hydraulic Output 47 L/m
Max Travel Speed 7.5 km/hr
Rated Lift Capacity 325kg SWL

(50%  of tip)
Wheel Motors 4

Aux Hydraulic Outlets 1 2

Dimensions
A.  Overall Width 1035mm
B.  Overall Length 1600mm
C.  Overall Height 1200mm

D.  Max Operating Height 4 in 1 2645mm
E.   Turning Radius with 4 in 1 Buck-

et 1300mm
F.   Angle of Departure 25°

G.   Wheel Base 800mm
H.   Ground Clearance 135mm

I.    Dump Height Standard Bucket 1450mm
J.    Dump Height 4 in 1 Bucket 1835mm

K.   Reach Fully Raised 4 in 1 Bucket 800mm
L.   Height to Hinge Pin 1940mm

M.  Machine Width 4 in 1 Bucket 1050 -1200mm
Hydraulic Reservoir Capacity 76L

Machine Mass 862kg 990kg 

Warranty
3 years /1000 hrs

Dingo Australia
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‘

OZZY K9-C 

The OZZY Dingo K9-C is the 
culmination of over 25 years of 
pioneering development of the Dingo 
mini digger concept. With just enough 
electronics to make it easier to learn 
and drive, but not enough to make 
it into a city slicker, the Contractor 
will simply win every argument. We 
are proud to say that the K9-C is 
the most powerful and capable mini 
digger ever created. The K9-C will dig 
faster, drive faster and lift more than 
anything before whilst still maintaining 

the ability to drive through a 
standard door.  And if you do a lot 
of trenching, it will trench straighter 
than any other Mini Loader.  If sand 
or floatation is a problem, the “over 
the tyre” POLY-TRAX are the right 
solution.   If you are in the business 
of getting the job done, as quickly 
and safely as possible the K9-C 
is for you. You really need to test 
drive this machine to appreciate 
how powerful it is. This truly is 

‘The World’s Toughest Mini Digger’!



Specifications
OZZY K9-C

Engine
Make Yanmar TNV80
Power 27 hp (19.9kw)

Hydraulics
Hydraulic Pumps 3 pumps

Pump Sizes 6, 8.4, 8.4cc

Relief Pressure (AUX)
3400 psi (235 

bar)
Hydraulic Output 73 L/m
Max Travel Speed 9.5 km/h
Rated Lift Capacity 440 kg WLL

MLL 50%  of tip
Wheel Motors 4

Aux Hydraulic Outlets 2

Dimensions
A.  Overall Width 1035mm
B.  Overall Length 1600mm
C.  Overall Height 1225mm

D.  Max Operating Height 4 in 1 2675mm
E.   Turning Radius with 4 in 1 Bucket 1300mm

F.   Angle of Departure 25°
G.   Wheel Base 800mm

H.   Ground Clearance 170mm
I.    Dump Height Standard Bucket 1550mm

J.    Dump Height 4 in 1 Bucket 1870mm
K.   Reach Fully Raised 4 in 1 Bucket 800mm

L.   Height to Hinge Pin 1985mm
M.  Machine Width 4 in 1 Bucket 1050-1200mm

Hydraulic Reservoir Capacity 76L
Machine Mass 1080 kg

Warranty
3 years/1000 hrs

Dingo Australia
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A well set up Dingo trailer can be the best advertising for your 
business. Our trailers are the result of years of finding the best way 
to carry your Dingo kit. They are tough just like the Dingo, have 
a durable powder coated finish, heavy duty axles and bearings, 
light truck tyres and rims, electric brakes and heavy couplings. 
Dingo trailers have racks, mounts and stands for a variety of Dingo 
attachments plus ramps for easy loading and unloading. 

Short Tandem Trailer 2.4T 
The tandem axle trailer has a 2.4T GTM and can be towed 
behind the average ute.  

Trailers
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Eye-Tie Tandem Trailer 3T
This trailer features the Dingo’s patented ‘eye-tie’ tie down 
system around the entire trailer, incorporating a heavy duty steel 
frame, aluminium floor and sides to keep the weight down, a 
set of removable ramps and optional draw bar and under tray 
toolboxes. A great all round trailer for bigger Dingo kits with a 3T 
GTM. This is the perfect trailer for the multi-disciplined business 
due to its versatility and light weight. 

Lil Dog Trailer 4.5T 
The Dingo Lil’ Dog trailer is a step deck dog trailer incorporating 
our revolutionary Eye-Tie design. The advantage of a dog 
trailer is that it is like two trailers in one. The front deck above 
the turntable is supported by its own set of tandem axles 
eliminating the weight on the back of the tow vehicle. The rear 
deck has its own tow axles and drops down 200mm lowering 
the centre of gravity and making it easier to load your gear. 
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Unique Quick Hitch System
The Dingo quick hitch system makes fastening attachments quick 
and easy with no lifting required. Most attachments can be changed 
in a matter of seconds. Other manufacturers have attempted 
to copy the Dingo quick hitch system, however their copies are a 
very loose fit. Attachments that were not made to fit the Dingo 
can potentially wreck the base power plant. We recommend using 
genuine Dingo attachments to prevent unneccesary damage.  

Tilt back until the 
attachment falls 

into position.

Drive the Dingo’s 
mount plate into the 

top of the mount plate 
of the attachment.

Lock the levers into 
position.

Connect the 
hydraulic hoses.

In over 25 years we have made over 100 different attachments to 
suit the Dingo. We have attachments to suit a multitude of jobs. 
The attachments highlighted here are just a selection of the most 
common ones. Should you require further information regarding our 
attachments, please contact Dingo Australia.
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Trencher - to 1m

Post Hole Digger 
to 3m hole

Post Hole Mate

Multi Purpose Tool Kit
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GP Bucket

Blade

4 in 1 Bucket
Optional teeth

Broom Bucket
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3 in 1 Grab

Rotary Grader Blade

Rotary Hoe

Aerator
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Hammer/ Breaker

Forks

Cement Mixer Bowl 
With Flites

Log Splitter
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Stump Grinder

Carry All Bridge Leveller

Leveller

Flail Mower/Mulcher
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Traction
At Dingo we understand that there is no one traction option that will work in all 
situations.  Just like 4x4’s and motor bikes, it is important that you have the right 
tyres for the job. When Dingos first emerged, the only tyres available were for 
lawn mowers, golf carts, etc.  They were not suitable for the work that a Dingo 
would do.  Some people today still use these tyres and then wonder why they 
do not last.
We have developed a range of proven traction options that will make your Dingo 
perform in all situations.

Standard Dingo Tyre - This is a general purpose tyre was 
developed by Dingo for Dingos. It features 6 ply, good solid 
sidewalls to help with skidding performance, a medium 
tread with good grip characteristics whilst still being easy 
on the turf.

Sand Tyres - Are a larger size (20x8”) that work well in dry 
sandy conditions. Very popular in Western Australia.
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Dingo HD Tread - This is a more industrial style 
tread that was developed by Dingo for Dingos.  This tyre 
features 8 ply for durability, an aggressive tread pattern 
with self-cleaning features, rim guard, solid sidewalls for 
skid performance and great wear characteristics. Available 
for 8” & 10” rims.

Turf Tyre - The turf tyres are 4 ply and allow you to travel 
across turf with minimal damage.

Tracks – Over Tyre Tracks are a versatile track option 
allowing you to power through mud, slush and sand 
whilst still maintaining the ability to take them off and 
fit wheels when the tracks aren’t required or when 
narrow wheels are needed. Unlike dedicated tracks, 
these do not have rollers and bearings meaning less 
maintenance and a smoother ride.  
Over the tyre tracks will not cause the Dingo to see 
saw when going over obstacles or loading onto your 
trailer as dedicated tracks will, making them the 
safer track option.
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DINGO FAMILY GROWS AND GROWS
Dingo Australia is ever growing. Now, with over 10,000 Dingo 
customers spread throughout Australia, we needed to consider 
our locations to best meet the requirements of our customers. In 
order to allow this to happen and grow, Dingo Australia now run 
a major distribution through its Dalby, Brisbane and Melbourne 
facilities. However, we have an expanding network of authorised 
Dealers and Service agents. Of course, the factory in Dalby will 
continue to supply everything from parts through to after sales 
support for our Dealers, Agents and customers.
For the full list of where to find your closest “Dingo Support”, go 
to the website. As the list is expanding weekly, we will keep this 
source updated.

There is an old adage, all companies have a choice. They can 
supply “Best Quality, Best Service or Cheapest Price”, but to do 
all 3 is an impossibility - so at Dingo we chose the first 2, and 
changed the last to “Fair Pricing”.
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Keilor - Melbourne

Rocklea - Brisbane

Dalby QLD - Factory



Authorised Dingo Dealer:

 © Dingo Australia - January 2017

For more information call
1300 4 DINGO (34646) 

or visit
www.dingo.com.au

Specifications & designs are subject to change without notice.
Specifications may vary and may be approximate.

Think OZZY Think DINGO!


